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1. Introducing the block:
Shown above are the parts of each block — notice that there are pairs of parts except for the single   

middle square.
      The block is a traditionally constructed block called Courthouse Steps, but the value arrangement differs.

**Cut the parts parallel to the warp/selvage —this ensures the correct widths without a lot of waste.  

2.   Managing the composition:
      We tend to work from the inside out on most compositions — that means beginning with the red center 

square.  But, believe it or not, it’s easier with these blocks to choose the outer color first.  

Get ALL the larger (2”-wide) logs-that-make-squares in place on the design wall. 
(That’s 13 squares - 6 opposing pairs and one middle one.)

THEN begin to select the inner logs for contrasting color/value.  

Finally, pop in the center square for each Not-Yo-Granny-Square block.

       Work on one complete Not-Yo-Granny-Square at a time.  (There are four in the quilt top.)

       When all the squares for one NYGS are sewn (but not joined together), then compose the next NYGS.

       (After all the parts are in place and the background has been added, then the squares will be joined.)

3.    Constructing the square:  pin and stitch!
 

                              7½” x 2”      4½” x 2”       4½” x 1½”     
   7” FINISHED  block             2½” x 1½       2½” square

For example: one long and one short cut of the 2” logs = 12.”
The 3/8-yard size accommodates this vertical cutting 
strategy.  No worry about uneven widths off the bolt!

3/8 yd
                                 <—- WOF —->
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6.  Construct a back that is 4” larger than the top on all sides.  (60” + 8” = 68” square back.)

7.  Baste top and back to batting for the quilt sandwich.

8.  Quilt the three layers together.

9.  Trim and bind the quilted sandwich.

10.  Label the project with your name, city/state and year completed.

11.  Enjoy!
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        six pairs + center square                              three sets of four + center square
(2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 2E, 2F + center)             (4A, 4B, 4C + center)

Make a diagram to keep track of the various hues and how many times they’re used in the composition:
(This diagram is only a model to show how to keep track of the choices already used.)
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